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In an oft quoted remark, Samuel Taylor Coleridge recounts a conversation held with John Thelwall 

one sunny afternoon in Somerset in 1797. ‘We were once sitting in a beautiful recess in the 

Quantocks when I said to him, “Citizen John, this is a fine place to talk treason in” – “Nay Citizen 

Samuel,” cried he, “it is rather a place to make a man forget that there is any necessity for treason”2. 

This exchange, apocryphal or otherwise, invites a proposition - that the radical relationship to 

landscape and place may be considered a particular one, and that the phrase ‘Jacobin landscape’, 

though elusive of clear definition, merits some exploration. Certainly, its antithesis was plain enough 

to be recognised by Cobbett as he surveyed the anti-Gallican fortifications and tunnels riddling the 

cliffs at Dover. It was, he concluded, an ‘enormous mass of anti-Jacobin expenditure’, a ‘very anti-

Jacobin hill’.3 If a Jacobin aesthetic (or philosophy) of landscape can be posited at all during the 

1790s, how is it revealed in the view from Coleridge and Thelwall’s ‘beautiful recess’ in the 

Quantocks? What is the meaning of their exchange? That the countryside offers sanctuary from 

loyalist surveillance and may therefore be regarded as an unregulated public sphere in which radical 

ideas can be freely circulated (Coleridge’s suggestion)? Or that the countryside is beyond the scope 

of mere politics; its antithesis; and a place for retirement and philosophical abstraction (Thelwall’s 

riposte)? 

Both Thelwall and fellow London Corresponding Society stalwart, John Gale Jones demonstrated 

some interest in using landscape (or certain types of landscape anyway) as a short-term political 

driver as well as, rather more obviously in Thelwall’s case, a long-term regenerator of the human 



spirit through seclusion in retirement, but this needs some qualification. Jacobins understood very 

well the achievements of loyalist geographies, travel writings and topographies in taking possession 

of landscape and directing the gaze towards the throne. From John Denham’s celebrated Cooper’s 

Hill to its numerous eighteenth century imitators, and through various re-workings of Camden’s 

Britannia to the didactic travel writings of Anglican zealots like Josiah Tucker, the success of loyalist 

landscape writing lay in its smooth appropriation of patriotic and constitutional sentiment.4  

John Barrell has powerfully argued that the exclusionary surveillance culture of the 1790s 

sequestered and colonised so much of what had once seemed neutral public space that radical 

presumptions of a politically accessible countryside were scarcely tenable.5 As Godwin’s Caleb 

Williams discovered, seclusion in the English countryside of the 1790s, even for the most virtuous 

fugitive, was impossible. The ‘dreary’ countryside through which Williams wanders is largely an alien 

and forbidding place, its hedges and woods ‘obstacles’, its skies ‘grey and cloudy’, and his thoughts 

consequently ‘gloomy and disconsolate’. No sooner has he lifted his spirits in Volume Two by 

‘reclining on a bank immersed in contemplation’ or climbing a hill to ‘analyse the prospects which 

succeeded each other’ than he discovers he has been followed and identified.  In Volume Three, 

Caleb is beguiled by the open landscape (‘Now I can run fleet as a greyhound and leap like a young 

roe upon the mountains’), to drop his guard: ‘At first I carefully avoided the habitations that lay in 

my way, and feared to be seen by any of the persons to whom they belonged, lest it should in any 

degree furnish a clue to the researches of my pursuers. As I went forward, I conceived it might be 

proper to relax a part of my precaution’. But his trust is immediately betrayed by thieves. Caleb 

learns that the countryside, ‘pathless’, and full of ‘impediments I could not overcome’ is a cipher for 

his own state of mind: ‘There was no strict connection between these casual inconveniences and the 

persecution under which I laboured. But my distempered thoughts confounded them together. I 

cursed the whole system of human existence’. There are obvious parallels here with Thelwall’s own 

journey to Somerset in 1797 for, like Williams, Thelwall was on the run, in retreat from the engines 

of the State, and as relentlessly pursued. Williams’ tormenter is the fictional agent, Gines; Thelwall’s 



(though he did not know it) was the Home Office informant, John Walsh, who tracked him to 

Alfoxden and reported back to Whitehall.6  

Yet, despite the misery of Williams’s rural experience, the propensity of the countryside to reinforce 

radical, democratic ideologies, especially when mediated by pedestrian travel, has been noted 

before. Robin Jarvis has even suggested that for some radicals, rural walking might become ‘a kind of 

extra-parliamentary direct action... the educated gentleman “levelling” himself with the poor in his 

mode of travel’. Jarvis does not only consider Thelwall in this light, but Wordsworth, Coleridge, 

Joseph Hucks and William Crowe.7 Thelwall joked about the political danger of feeling ‘free’ in the 

countryside in The Peripatetic in 1793. Rural walking with a sympathetic companion might do much 

to ‘enfranchise the vision’, and unfetter the tongue, he conceded, but democrats should take care, 

however far they were from town: ‘Hush hush my friend, exclaimed I, suppress this freedom of 

speech and remember the Association!’8 In fact, loyal Associations inspired a perfectly 

understandable paranoia in many English radicals, and when Thelwall’s colleague, John Gale Jones, 

set off on a missionary tour of Kent for the LCS in 1796, he announced his aim specifically to draw 

their poison, to ‘surmount prejudices, remove apprehensions and counteract and oppose the artful 

machinations of those who had lately scattered terror and alarm around the land’.9  

Thelwall’s intention in The Peripatetic of 1793 was partly to provide a corrective to loyalist travel 

writing and geography by redirecting the gaze from objects of loyalist veneration to the humble, the 

excluded and the overlooked. As he says in the later Pedestrian Excursion to Nether Stowey (1797), 

‘If we would appreciate with justice the advantages of extensive commerce, we must not only turn 

our eyes upon the palaces of the merchant, but inspect also the cottages of the peasant’.10 Of 

course, it would be quite wrong to suggest that democrats had any kind of monopoly on fantasies 

about the simple cottage life. In the very same year that Thelwall was making his way Westwards in 

1797 for instance, the engraver John Thomas Smith was lamenting the scant regard paid to the 

‘English cottage’ by tourists enraptured with ‘palaces, castles, churches, monastic ruins and the 



remains, and even vestiges and conjectural situations, of our ancient feudal and ecclesiastical 

structures’. Smith was anxious to reverse the trend, but not through any concern for the welfare of 

the occupants for he remained ‘content that cottage-scenery shall be considered as no more than a 

sort of low-comedy landscape’, in which ‘the neglected and fast ruinating cottage’ was far more 

appealing to the eye than any with the ‘appearance of neatness and cleanliness’.11 Thelwall’s 

interests hovered uneasily between conservative picturesque orthodoxies like these and a genuine 

desire to expose the economic degradation of rural labour. Even before setting out on the Excursion, 

Thelwall was developing a critique. Researching the Peripatetic in 1792, he ‘took the opportunity of 

seeing, as far as I could, the condition of those orders in society about whose happiness in the 

country I had heard so many romantic stories, while I was an inhabitant of the town, and took my 

ideas of rural felicity from novels and pastorals... I did not know that rural felicity consisted of sitting 

over a [spinning] wheel till one is double and getting neither comforts nor conveniences’. So, 

‘wherever I went, I put my head into the farmhouse to collect what facts I could, and into the little 

public house and the cottage of the poor...’ In 1795, on the Isle of Wight, a place of ‘fertility and 

abundance’ to which he was a frequent visitor,  

Turn wherever you will, you see cottages falling into ruin; you see mansions of luxury rising, 

the fine feelings of whose masters cannot endure the sight of wretchedness: and who, 

therefore, permit not a cottage to rise within their vicinity. There you may see the little 

farmhouse turned into the summerhouse of some gentleman or lady of quality; the grounds 

upon which the farmer lived turned into Fermes Ornes , where the produce is grasped by the 

luxurious individual who has laid out the country for his pleasure and amusement.12  

 

When he first contemplated withdrawal from London to the ‘lost pleasures of the rural scene’ in 

1795, Thelwall was thinking of ‘those shades of retirement’ as temporary and re-energising, which, 

‘though they may appear, for the time, to draw me from the path of public duty, are perhaps 



necessary... to fit me for the pursuit of that duty with more vigour and more effect’.13 But in 1797, 

and in full retreat from the stress and persecution not only of the Capital but of the hostile urban 

provinces, he could imagine few futures more alluring than one of vegetable gardening, poetry and 

philosophic conversation with his friends in a humble Somerset cottage. ‘Ah!’, as he put it in the 

Lines Written at Bridgewater that summer, ‘let me, far in some sequester’d dell, Build my low cot; 

most happy might it prove...’14 In the Excursion then, Thelwall inquires frequently into cottage 

economy, and when the stately piles of the Great are encountered at all, it’s usually either to offer a 

history lesson on the tyranny of past occupants, or to welcome their ruin as a sign of mutability – 

especially welcome perhaps, for in Jacobin mutability we might find not only melancholic 

apprehensions of hubris but the seeds of social change and transformation. Similar concerns may be 

found in the musings of another pedestrian with a radical political reputation, the Reverend Richard 

Warner of Bath, who met the Wordsworths in 1798 and inspired some of William’s own walking 

tours. A sometime political pamphleteer as well as a rural walker, Warner would later express his 

antipathy to the national war effort in such works as War Inconsistent with Christianity (1804). 

Exploring rural Somerset on foot in 1800, Warner welcomed the decline of the once powerful feudal 

barony of Stogursey, now a ‘straggling village’, its aristocratic influence ‘extinguished’, and the 

adjacent manor house of Fairfield, seat of John Acland, (Chairman of the county commission in 

1800), worthy only of a comment that it was ‘a large and tasteless building... Every object of nature 

affords to the thinking mind some moral hint... The revolutions and decay even of the little town 

now before us give energy to the moral principle, by teaching to pride a lesson in humility...’15 

These ‘moral hints’ were of interest to Thelwall too. In the pages of The Peripatetic, he made his way 

with a talkative companion through the rural nooks and corners of London’s peripheries. At the 

‘tolerably pleasant spot’ of Hadley Green in Hertfordshire for example, Thelwall fixed upon a small 

commemorative obelisk planted in the ground as a signifier of the Battle of Barnet (1471), and noted 

its scanty inscription, a ‘mere statement of fact and chronology’, nevertheless as a useful aide 

memoire to help passers-by discern meaning in the landscape. ‘Chronology is so very important for 



the right understanding of History’, he considered, ‘and names and dates are so difficult of 

retention, that I must own that it would give me considerable satisfaction if, on every spot 

throughout the kingdom where any memorable transaction had taken place, a little square pillar like 

the present, were erected, with some such brief and simple narrative, for the information of the 

traveller’.16 The narratives offered by Thelwall as he traversed the Capital were not always 

particularly brief and simple however; on the contrary, they served frequently as counterpoints to 

the conservative Whig and Tory interpretations offered by standard geographies and travel guides, 

for these, like the gaze itself, were ripe for reform. Thelwall’s poetic accompaniment to the Hadley 

Green incident therefore, was entitled ‘The Battle of Barnet, or The Horrors of Royal Ambition’ when 

it reappeared in The Tribune. And, Dartford Common, sometimes memorialised, like Hadley Green, 

for medieval conflicts between rival aristocratic houses, was re-orientated to evoke the more 

improving memories of the Peasants Revolt, or ‘Wat Tyler’s insurrection’, an event which Thelwall 

was anxious to rescue from the hostile and dominant histories of men like Hume.17 

But there is more we can do with the idea of Jacobin landscape than posit contradictory arenas of 

anxiety, surveillance, topographical reinterpretation and safe retirement. A Jacobin aesthetic may be 

more elusive of pursuit than that. How might Thelwall, or Gale Jones for that matter, have found 

their imagination stimulated by personal journeys through the open spaces of the countryside? As 

Judith Thompson has shown, Thelwall frequently subverted the conventions of travel literature to 

re-imagine the English countryside less as a repository of fixed historical memory and more as ‘an 

expansive open air forum for the Socratic exchange of ideas’.18 Thelwall’s Socratic ideas were of an 

advanced kind, moreover, for Socrates was ‘the first democratical lecturer, mentioned in history, 

and the founder of the unsophisticated, and unrestricted system of sans-culotte philosophy’.19 For 

Thelwall, the landscape of ideas was a landscape of democratic conversation and sociability, and his 

preference for company whilst walking is transparent in both The Peripatetic and the Pedestrian 

Excursion. In fact, the Excursion, the ostensible purpose of which is his journey in pursuit of the 

sympathetic and inspirational company of Sam Coleridge, remains completely unrecorded between 



the diversionary foray northwards to Bath and Bristol, where his unnamed companion leaves him 

and returns home by coach, and his final destination, some 45 miles to the South. Richard Warner, 

who set out on a tour of Wales in the same year that Thelwall took his Excursion, also took a Socratic 

view. ‘Solitary pleasures are at best but imperfect’, he decided, and quite inferior to travelling with 

‘a companion with whom one can interchange sentiment and communicate observation’.20 On the 

other hand, Socratic walking practice had no place in the isolating and contemplative environment 

craved by William Hazlitt, yet another radical pedestrian, who knew Thelwall and who also 

preserved fond memories of time spent with Coleridge at Alfoxden in 1798. In fact, Coleridge was 

the only walking companion Hazlitt found tolerable at all. In all other respects, he objected, ‘We go a 

journey chiefly to be fee of all impediments and all inconveniences; to leave ourselves behind, much 

more to be rid of others... Instead of an awkward silence, broken by attempts at wit or dull 

commonplaces, mine is that undisturbed silence of the heart which alone is perfect eloquence’.21 

As in politics, the well-trodden paths of precedent are not always the most advantageous to travel. 

In the ‘Visions of Philosophy’ that launched The Peripatetic, Thelwall announced his intention to ‘quit 

the public road in order to pursue a path, faintly tracked through the luxuriant herbage of the 

fields... to which the volume of nature is ever open at some page of instruction and delight’. Once 

the familiar linear trajectories of the highway had been left behind, ‘These fields, these hedgerows, 

this simple turf, Shall form my Academus.’22 Richard Warner explicitly rejected turnpike roads; 

perhaps not solely because they were busy and represented the financial exploitation of the rights 

to free movement by propertied monopolists, but because of the divide he felt between his own 

status as democratic pedestrian and those he passed upon the road. Six miles of turnpike tramping 

near Axebridge gave Warner ‘an opportunity for the exercise of philosophy and the triumphs of 

temper’, so conscious was he of the ‘many slights and affronts’ directed his way; ‘the grin, the sneer 

and the laugh of the coxcomb or the blockhead, whom Fortune, in her blindness, has perched up in a 

phaeton, or mounted upon a gelding’.23 



At first glance perhaps, there is little that is either remarkable or original in Jacobin contrasts 

between ‘innocent’ ruralism and the ‘corrupted’ town. But in Thelwall’s travel writing at least, 

London became synonymous not only with mammon but with dullness; with predictability, formality 

and conformity, whereas picturesque Nature was the source for feelings of individualism and 

independence. The countryside’s ‘diversity is the charm of life’, he declared, ‘and how anxious 

soever we may be to rush straight forward upon our object, the turnings and twisting which at times 

impede us, the ups and downs that add to the difficulty of attainment, give a higher zest to our 

enjoyments...’24 Nothing of value, in other words, would be achieved without exploration, 

innovation and experiment. In a straightforward sense, these were just the fashionable charms of 

the picturesque, although Thelwall’s ‘enjoyments’ were bound less by the aesthetics of Gilpin and 

Knight than by an association between landscape diversity and wider possibilities of material reform 

and transformation. The comparative notions of an aristocratic topographical tradition born of a 

desire to map patterns of land ownership, and the more ‘democratic landscape’ of a picturesque 

that celebrated ‘humble English scenery... familiar and accessible’ were convincingly set out by Ann 

Bermingham in 1986. However, as we have seen in the case of the cottage, the picturesque was a 

discourse with no fixed interpretation and if radical reformers fell under its spell, so too did many of 

their loyalist critics. Traditionally, conservative landscape symbolism had been strongly associated 

with the clear, patrician formalism of Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown’s uncluttered and gently 

undulating lawns. But in the 1790s, as Bermingham has also argued, loyalist topographers began to 

reject such unyielding models as equivalents of the universalist, inflexible and systematically 

levelling tendencies of democratic government. John Thomas Smith put it this way: ‘In the theory or 

rural scenes, so much is irregularity of parts a constituent of beauty, that it may very nearly be said 

that equality is deformity’. For some loyalists then, the disparity of the picturesque held up a mirror 

to nature in ways that symbolised the flexibility and ‘natural order’ of the political establishment. As 

Kevin Gilmartin has suggested, however, the egalitarian notion that nature was more than just the 

sum of its parts simultaneously produced conservative objections to the ‘democratic’ designs of 



some picturesque landscape gardens.25 In politics then, the picturesque remained sufficiently 

malleable to be read either as the locus of novelty and experiment, or of patrician harmony through 

orderly difference (concordia discors). 

Thelwall’s landscape politics were coloured not only by the aesthetic evidence that met his gaze as 

he walked, but by those things that its beauty sometimes obscured. In his writing, the chief 

obstruction to progressive philosophical thought in any landscape view is the exclusion brought 

about by monopoly and engrossment, however glorious and productive the outward appearance. In 

a condition of monopoly, he found, despite ‘fertile and luxuriant pastures... man, aggregate man, 

seems little benefitted by abundance’. Consequently, cottages were fewer, labourers ‘careworn’ and 

their children ‘brought up in the most oafish ignorance’. Monopoly ‘makes fertility itself a desert’, he 

thought, making a mockery of the very Liberty demanded by the eye. Thelwall’s constant dismissal 

of the rural labourers he met in the course of the Excursion as ignorant, sly or clownish was both 

short-sighted and unhelpful, but he was able to see them only as victims of a monopolised landscape 

composed of ‘inhospitable wastes’ and marked by a ‘deficiency of external stimuli’. Jacobin disgust 

with the utilitarian landscape ‘improvements’ of Whiggish self-interest may therefore be considered 

a close relative of what Nigel Everett has called the ‘Tory view of landscape’ in the eighteenth 

century – traditional, customary, organic and unenclosed.26 

It is odd, perhaps, that Thelwall took such little interest in the ideas of his fellow LCS colleague, 

Thomas Spence at this time. As Greg Claeys has shown, Spence saw land monopoly as ‘the mother of 

all other monopolies’, a social and economic evil that could be broken only through the enforced 

seizure of the land and its redistribution and governance as a community asset by democratic parish 

collectives. Clearly by 1797, Thelwall was in no mood for the sort of armed confrontation with the 

State that such an initiative would require, but Spencean ideas were certainly current in the LCS at 

this time, and Thelwall will have known them, not only through the writings of Spence himself but 

through conversation with LCS stalwarts like Seale, Panther and Cullen.27   Thelwall believed, like 



Spence, that all land had once been commonly owned, but rejected schemes to reclaim it as simply 

impractical. Equality of property was unrealisable but equality of rights might yet be attained by the 

extension of the suffrage and the eradication of ‘borough-mongering corruption – that is to say, a 

system of political monopoly’. A redistribution of property would then be possible through a legal 

contract of fair remuneration between employer and labourer.28  If this was only a somewhat 

qualified announcement of proto-socialist intent, it remained closer to the Spencean ideal than 

Wordsworth, who rejected Spence outright and perhaps did more than anyone to challenge the 

Spencean notion of ‘Nature’ as the provider of sustenance and a universal birthright. As David 

Worrall has argued, ‘it is significant that Wordsworth has become the national poet of uncultivated, 

pastoral, upland landscape, while other writers (like John Clare and the obscurer poets E. J. 

Blandford and Allen Davenport) who spoke for the English cultivated, tilled, lowland landscape have 

been neglected’. For Worrall (and for Spence), the popularity of the picturesque allowed ‘Nature’ to 

be perceived as ‘an ideality, a function of the aesthetic’, and through the notion that even the most 

minor landowning cottager derives a liberty from their ownership, ‘private land can function, as it 

always has done, as a “permanent rallying point” for those who have private interests vested in it’.29  

Whatever the economics of the matter however, in Thelwall’s countryside, the less monopolised and 

engrossed the environment, the more stimulating its effects upon the mind. A series of open and 

unenclosed heaths and moors encountered near Bagshot in 1797, for example, were conducive to 

some particularly constructive conversation between Thelwall and his walking companion: ‘We 

canvassed various subjects of literature and criticism’, he wrote, ‘the state of morals and the existing 

institutions of society. We lamented the condition of our fellow beings and formed Utopian plans of 

retirements and colonisations’.30 John Gale Jones too was politically rejuvenated by walking 

conversations with his peers, and energised by the ‘rational conversation’ of his ‘citizen’ companions 

although they were local men who he had never met before. Unlike Thelwall however, Jones had not 

spent the last few months being harried by church and king crowds and his footsteps dogged by 

spies, and his concern was with the encouragement of radical societies rather than fanciful 



retirement to a secluded cottage. Through his own walking conversations, Jones was struck by a 

discovery that Thelwall struggled with, but ultimately failed to make, during any of his disappointed 

interviews with rural labourers; that ‘men of liberal minds and comprehensive understandings are 

limited to no spot – are the exclusive growth of no particular soil or climate’.31  

If the typically unenclosed and un-monopolised were Thelwall’s most favoured landscape forms, 

hilltop prospects were by far the most exciting. Surveying the country from the top of a hill was a 

matter not only of disclosure and exposition, but of intellectual stimulation. In 1797 for example he 

illustrated the energising properties of hills by drawing a distinction between his own response and 

that of his less mentally agile companion to tackling rising ground in Wiltshire. ‘My companion fell 

into deep musing and pursued the path undeviating’, he noticed, ‘But my spirits were alert. I 

bounded to the summit and pursued my way along its short ridge, for more than a mile, to its 

termination’.32 The summit, as he noted from the ‘enchanting eminence’ of Richmond Hill in 1797, is 

also the place from which ‘the eye demands its fullest Liberty’. Romantic literature is undeniably 

studded with associations between the physiological and psychological aspects of hilltop prospects 

and they had played just as vital a part in earlier Whig invocations of Liberty. Thelwall’s observation 

that it was from hilltops that the eye demanded its greatest Liberty was virtually a paraphrasing of 

Joseph Addison’s declaration in the Spectator as early as 1712 that, ‘A spacious horizon is an image 

of Liberty, where the eye has room to range abroad, to expatiate at large on the immensity of its 

views’.33 Equally, and in a poem that later proved inspirational to Coleridge, the radically minded 

pedestrian cleric William Crowe declared from the summit of Lewesdon Hill in Dorset in 1788, 

‘Uplifted, on this height I feel the mind/ Expand itself in wider liberty’.34 The interpretation of 

‘liberty’ in such a context had become controversial and politically divisive during the 1790s 

however, and the prospect view would require a degree of policing from that gaze (and mind) that 

knew too much liberty. As early as 1790, Edmund Burke had imagined the radical cleric Richard 

Price, ‘from the Pisgah of his pulpit’ surveying the prospect of revolutionary France ‘as in a bird-eye 

landscape of a promised land’.35 But the radical sweep of the Jacobin hilltop gaze embraced a more 



particular aesthetic than this, and its effects are traceable in the Rural Rides of William Cobbett more 

than a decade after Thelwall was writing. For Cobbett, views from which ‘you see all around the 

country to the distance of many miles’ were the inspiration for taking stock of a county’s social and 

economic condition, and from which in turn, as James Mulvihill has put it, ‘might be extrapolated the 

national effects of certain government policies’.36   

The didactic qualities of these hilltop views were considered by Thelwall from the summit of the hill 

at Blackheath in 1793. From here, he observed the ‘spires and majestic buildings’ of London, which 

‘remind one of the power and opulence of the Empire,’ and he noted the tendency of such grand 

designs to create ‘splendid images of grandeur, opulence and power’, which in turn inspire feelings 

of pride and patriotism. But in fact, he reflected, such feelings as these have in practice been the 

root cause of too much war and suffering. They are, then, nothing but ‘gilded baits, thrown by the 

artful anglers of oppression to catch the gudgeon, Popularity...’ This realisation moved Thelwall to 

posit contra power, opulence and empire, three alternative but neglected qualities, ‘Humanity, equal 

justice and general happiness’. The rivers he was then looking down upon, the Thames and its 

tributaries, which had been the source of so much of London’s material prosperity, might well have 

furnished these ideals if they hadn’t been hijacked by the forces of monopoly and greed. So, he 

turned from the lessons of the wider view to the picturesque detail of the heath, settled his eye on 

one or two dilapidated former mansions and was reminded once again that mutability is the 

constant companion and corrector of grandeur, opulence and power... 37 

On Richmond Hill, four years later, he argued in similar vein that despite the ‘gaity and splendour of 

the scene above’, richer experiences of ‘solemn mediation and poetic rhapsody’ were available only 

in the darker, more rugged and less opulent world he descended into as he left. ‘That pomp of 

scenery, that expanse and publicity of prospect, which so eminently distinguish Richmond Hill, 

fascinate, indeed, the occasional observer: but in the picturesque of nature, as in the intercourse of 

life,’ moral seriousness will be found only in the ‘lowly vales and shades of sober sequestration’.38   



Gale Jones too drew political energy from hilltop views. At the end of his tour in 1796, he climbed a 

hill, looked down on Chatham and the Medway, and found his reforming resolve ‘incited by hope 

and animated by desire’. Nature, he now realised, was ‘constant and invariable’, as man ought also 

to be. But instead, ‘principles which should be with him a settled rule of action, to guide him through 

existence and promote the general happiness, are sacrificed and polluted at the shrine of interested 

ambition. Narrow policy has complicated and confounded the separate qualities of good and evil...’39 

 

Jacobin interest in commanding hilltop prospects was revived many times by radical and democratic 

movements during the first half of the nineteenth century. The remote hills and moors around 

industrial centres like Oldham had begun drawing radical gatherings away from the persecution of 

the towns during the revived reform agitation at the close of the Napoleonic Wars, and the steep 

escarpment of Oldham Edge witnessed numerous radical meetings during the struggle for the 

Reform Bill in the early 1830s. In the South West, Brandon Hill in Bristol was a popular meeting place 

for reformers during the agitations of Henry ‘Orator’ Hunt between 1812 and 1819, and again during 

the Chartist years when it was used by orators like Henry Vincent. Chartists in particular acquired a 

reputation for ‘camp meetings’  on lofty promontories above the towns in which they worked, partly 

because local authorities repeatedly refused them permission to meet in public buildings within 

their jurisdiction. Sheffield and Barnsley Chartists were ‘seen winding the steep ascent’ to a meeting 

on Hood Hill in 1839 for example, where they ‘gathered in a deep hollow, in the shape of a crescent, 

the hills around which formed a beautiful Romantic gallery’. As James Vernon has argued, ‘it was 

surely no accident that many of these sites were moorland summits, hills or edges, all of which 

provided breath-taking panoramas of the surrounding terrain... by marching and meeting on these 

hilltops... the low literally became high, masters of the landscape for a few hours’. These were 

viewing platforms from which they could remind themselves of the iniquity of land monopoly, and 

the liberties that had been lost.40  



John Gale Jones’ politics in 1796 were somewhat less ambitious than Thelwall’s in 1797. We might 

usefully conclude by returning to the exchange with which we began, between Thelwall and 

Coleridge in the Quantock hills, where Thelwall’s denial of the need to talk of treason in such an 

unworldly environment suggests, on reflection, not so much a loss of interest in politics in the grand 

sense, but a rejection of quotidian concerns under the tutelage of Nature. Amid all the short-sighted 

dismissals of the rural workforce encountered during the Excursion of 1797 as ignorant apolitical 

dullards, one unexpected encounter nevertheless stands out and demands our attention. Here at 

last, Thelwall happened upon a man who, unlike everyone else he had met, was prepared to discuss 

radical political affairs; expressly, the state of parliament and the fate of Richard Parker and the 

naval mutineers; perhaps the most acute political crisis then gripping the nation. Far from taking the 

man to his heart however, Thelwall dismissed him as concerned only with what he rather oddly 

referred to as ‘temporary politics’. Thelwall will have known, of course, that the caricaturist Isaac 

Cruickshank had already produced a print for sale in which he was made to appear the chief 

instigator and inspiration of the mutiny, and he may well have feared that such reputation left him 

extraordinarily exposed to hostile public attention in the isolated rural arena. But, in the Quantocks 

it seems, even the universal suffragist project of the LCS, re-scripted by the State to the 

extraordinary status of constructive treason just three years earlier, had become too ‘temporary’ a 

measure for meaningful conversation. In Thelwall’s writing at least, the improving landscape may 

have prompted moral virtue, but it did little in the end for the practicalities of organisation and 

mobilisation for reform. Can we conjecture a Jacobin landscape? Tenuously perhaps; and we may 

find it open, unenclosed and unencumbered, rugged, picturesque and individualistic, un-

monopolised and un-engrossed, and capable of affording sufficiently broad and expansive views to 

inspire political reflection. For John Gale Jones it meant reconnection with the daily grind of 

democratic renewal – for Thelwall it offered elevation to moral virtues that struggled for expression 

in conventional politics. 
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